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1. Listen and fill in the gaps. 

Some people don’t like going to towns or _______________, or staying in big hotels full of people. 

They prefer being in the _____________ on holiday. If you like that too, you can go _____________. 

Where can you stay _____________?  Under the stars   Are you romantic, and really tough? Then 

you can sleep under the _____________. You can choose a beautiful place with a nice 

_____________ and no people around. You can watch the stars right _____________ your “bed”. 

 

2. Where can you stay? Fill in the prepositions. 

● _____ a hotel  

● _____ a tent _____ the countryside 

● _____ the stars 

● _____ a tent _____ a campsite 

  

3. Is this camping or glamping? Write C (camping) or G (glamping). 
 

● cold water ____ 

● hot shower  ____ 

● a mat and a sleeping bag  ____ 

● a small tent  ____ 

● a heavy backpack (with a tent and cooking)  ____ 

● a bed with blankets and pillows  ____ 

● cooking over the fire  ____ 

● cheap  ____ 

● expensive ____ 

 
 

4. Write the words, see the example.  

Example: glamorous + camping = glamping 

a. breakfast + lunch = _________________ 

b. motor + hotel = _________________ 

c. smoke + fog = _________________ 

d. information + entertainment = _________________ 
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SOLUTIONS 
 

1. Listen and fill in the gaps. 

Some people don’t like going to towns or cities, or staying in big hotels full of people. They 

prefer being in the country on holiday. If you like that too, you can go camping. Where can 

you stay overnight?    Under the stars   Are you romantic, and really tough? Then you can sleep under 

the stars. You can choose a beautiful place with a nice view and no people around. You can watch the 

stars right from your “bed”. 

 

2. Where can you stay? Fill in the prepositions. 

● in a hotel  

● in a tent in the countryside 

● under the stars 

● in a tent at a campsite 

  

3. Is this camping or glamping? Write C (camping) or G (glamping). 

● cold water C 

● hot shower G 

● a mat and a sleeping bag G 

● a small tent C 

● a heavy backpack (with a tent and cooking) C 

● a bed with blankets and pillows G 

● cooking over the fire C + G 

● cheap C 

● expensive G 

 
 

4. Write the words, see the example.  

Example: glamorous + camping = glamping 

a. breakfast + lunch = brunch 

b. motor + hotel = motel 

c. smoke + fog = smog 

d. information + entertainment = infotainment 


